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television news report on McKinney's execution by lethal injection at the Wynne Unit prison in Huntsville, Texas, on Tuesday, Aug. 18, 2019. McKinney, a death row inmate convicted of a 1986 double murder in Polk County, was executed for a second time Tuesday evening. (AP Photo/Sharon Steinmann) Relatives of Robert James McKinney Jr. react as they watch a television
news report on McKinney's execution by lethal injection at the Wynne Unit prison in Huntsville, Texas, on Tuesday, Aug. 18, 2019. McKinney, a death row inmate convicted of a 1986 double murder in Polk County, was executed for a second time Tuesday evening. (AP Photo/Sharon Steinmann) HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — Another brief video emerged Wednesday showing a
Texas inmate slowly dying as he was given three doses of a lethal injection, his second execution in less than two weeks. A grainy black-and-white television report showed Robert James McKinney Jr. gasping for air as medical staff observed him. Texas Department of Criminal Justice spokesman Jeremy Desel said the state was continuing to work on corrections system issues
regarding the execution. Tuesday night's procedure went forward after the system successfully performed three injections on McKinney, a death row inmate convicted of a 1986 double murder in Polk County, without any problems. ADVERTISEMENT Texas halted his first execution in January after an unexplained delay of over 40 minutes. McKinney was taken to a hospital after
the first execution for several hours, with reporters observing that he had lost consciousness at least twice. Desel said the hospitalization was routine. The state had two doctors and seven nurses on hand to oversee the second execution, he said. It was the second lethal injection carried out by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and the first to be reported live on television. The
state had an error that blocked the execution team from programming the second drug, but it quickly injected an alternative with no problem, Desel said.
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